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CHoose  
 
CHoose your Compact Hydraulics solution. 
 
In order to quench the OEMs thirst of quick response timings and to improve 
overall service quality, Bosch Rexroth developed a software that will allow to 
reduce the time-to-market: CHoose. It’s an advanced product configuration tool 
which allows to create complete Compact Hydraulics solutions and to virtually 
satisfy any possible customers.  
CHoose allows the user to configure a customized product starting from scratch. 
It consists of four parts: 1) project parameters with commercial and technical 
details, including full project specification and error-proof system; 2) hydraulic 
circuit design with highly detailed component configuration and connection lines; 
3) 2D view with component sizing and 3D project design: users will be able to 
position components and to get the finalized project; 4) closing the project, an 
extensive report including all the essential information required in order to 
understand the complete nature of the project, with a complete language 
localization studied with the final customer in mind. 
It’s a new tool where it’s possible to select the most convenient component within 
a database of Rexroth components; inside CHoose libraries, users may drag and 
drop directly in the circuit the cartridges needed to realize Hydraulic Integrated 
Circuit (HIC) solutions, but not only. In CHoose, users may also drag and drop 
components from a library of slices of our Compact Directional Valve (CDV). This 
is one of the biggest advantages of CHoose if compared to other configuration 
tools already in the market. CHoose allows the creation of solutions by mixing the 
existing product lines of Compact Hydraulics: not only solutions with HIC, blocks 
with cartridges, but users may create their CDV or an integration between HIC 
and CDV as well. 
In 2013 it’s also planned to add the Compact Power Modules (CPM) and 
Compact Motion Control valves (CMC) product lines, making CHoose become an 
avant-garde tool among configuration tools available on the market. 
CHoose has been officially presented at Mobile 2012 where it’s been possible to 
“show and tell” the importance of this tool in the constantly improving service to 
the customer. Bosch Rexroth has always been known for the attention put in 
reaching the maximum customer’s satisfaction and CHoose is the perfect tool for 
this job.  
It’s possible to obtain CHoose by simply sending an email to 
choose@boschrexroth.com, You will receive a key and the details on the 
software installation. 
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